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Jury  trial   66% 
Bench  trial   67% 
???????????????????????????????????????127  
 
 All  claims  confirmed   All  claims  cancelled   Claims  are  changed  
Ex  Parte     22% 11% 67% 
Inter  Partes   11% 42% 47% 
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Patent  
applications   413,092 423,081 427,078 408,674 396,291 391,002 348,596 344,598 342,610 
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 All  claims  confirmed  
All  or  part  of  claims  
cancelled   Withdrawal  
2009   123 (43%) 123 (43%) 37 (13%) 
2010   129 (51%) 102 (40%) 23 (9%) 
2011   140(54%)  91(35%) 28(11%) 
Table  5:  Results  of  the  trial  for  patent  invalidation  in  JPO  133  
 
 JPO  decision:  valid   JPO  decision:  invalid  
Decision  in  infringement  suit:    
valid   3 (5.5%) 3 (5.5%) 
Decision  in  infringement  suit:  
invalid   7 (13%) 41 (76%) 
Table  6:  Decisions  of  district  courts  and  JPO  where  evidences  are  same  134  
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